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Photolysis of hydrogen chloride embedded in the first argon solvation
shell: Rotational control and quantum dynamics of photofragments
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Under standard conditions reaction yields are connected with terms like free energy differences and
thermal distributions. However, many modern experimental techniques, such as supersonic beam
expansion or matrix isolation, deal with cryogenic temperatures and isolated reactants in inert
clusters or solid matrices. Under these conditions the photochemical reaction mechanism is in many
cases strongly dependent on the shape of delocalized initial vibrational or rotational wave functions
of the reactants which can be employed for an efficient reaction yield control. Here, we apply, using
quantum molecular dynamics simulations, such a scheme to the rotational control of photolysis of
the HCl molecule embedded in an icosahedral Ar12 cluster. First, the HCl molecule is preexcited
into a specific low lying rotational level. Depending on the rotational state, the hydrogen probability
is enhanced in different directions within the cluster. In a second step, the HCl molecule is
photolyzed by an UV pulse. The rapidly dissociating hydrogen atom then reaches primarily either
the holes in the solvent shell or the argon atoms, depending on the rotational preexcitation. Starting
either from the ground or from the first totally symmetric excited rotational states, the direct
dissociation and the delayed process accompanied by a temporary trapping of the hydrogen atom
have very different relative yields. As a consequence, differences up to a factor of 5 in the temporary
population of the hydrogen atom inside the cluster after the first hydrogen-cage collision are
observed. In the energy domain a significant difference in the structure of the kinetic energy
distribution spectra, connected with the existence of short-lived vibrational resonances of the
hydrogen atom, is predicted. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!51012-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen halide molecules solvated in rare gas clus
and matrices serve as prototype systems for the stud
solvation of diatomics in an inert environment. Among t
most intensively investigated systems are the hydrogen c
ride and hydrogen fluoride molecules in argon clusters an
solid argon. High resolution far-IR and microwave spect
scopic measurements have been performed for the sma
clusters in this family providing detailed and accurate inf
mation about their rovibrational structure an
interactions.1–11 A lot of emphasis has been directed towa
elucidating the process of sequential solvation. Nam
structures of HX~Ar!n ~X5F, Cl, or Br,n51,...,12) clusters
have been investigated and HX vibrational line shifts ha
been measured and calculated starting from a single sol
atom up to the matrix environment.6,12–18It has been shown
that HX~Ar!n clusters can exist in several isomers and a co
petition between bulk and surface solvation of the hydrog
halide has been observed in larger clusters.6 In addition, data
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from high resolution far-IR and microwave measureme
have been used for a construction of very accurate gro
electronic state interaction potentials for these systems.7,8,19

While there is ample information concerning th
HX~Ar!n systems in their ground electronic state, seve
studies also have investigated the dynamical processes
nected with the UV excitation of the HX chromophore in
the first dissociation continuum. The typical questions a
dressed in this context concern the role of the inert cluste
matrix in caging, i.e., in hindering mainly the motion of th
photodissociating highly energetic hydrogen atom, and
fragmentation and rovibronic relaxatio
processes.20–28,27,29–33

One of the most exciting features of hydrogen hali
molecules in their ground electronic state solvated in a cr
genic rare gas environment is the large amplitude motion
the hydrogen atom perpendicular to the HX molecular ax
The cold and light hydrogen atom in a shallow intermolec
lar potential behaves as a strongly delocalized quantum
ticle. Depending on the concrete system, particularly on
number of solvent atoms and the solvation site, hydrog
6 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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motions ranging from a large amplitude bending~e.g., for the
collinear Ar... HX cluster! to an almost free rotation~e.g., for
the HX molecule inside large argon clusters or matric!
have been observed24,30,34,35. Not only is the hydrogen mo
tion strongly delocalized but there are also large differen
in the spatial hydrogen density between the ground and l
lying excited~hindered! rotational states.8,33,36

In this paper we provide for the HCl molecule immers
in an icosahedral first solvation shell of 12 argon atom
unified and consistent quantum mechanical picture of b
the electronic ground state rotational and vibrational str
ture and of the photodissociation dynamics on the first
cited electronic surface. The principal goal of this study is
show that the process of hydrogen halide photodissocia
in a rare gas environment can be efficiently influenced
controlled by a preexcitation of the system to a given~hin-
dered! rotational state using, e.g., multiphoton or Raman
citation. In particular, it is shown for the system under inve
tigation that specific totally symmetric excited rotation
states have large hydrogen probability toward the holes
the argon cage which enhances the direct dissociation
cess, while other excited rotational states prefer the hydro
atom to point toward the argons, which is favorable fo
temporary trapping of the dissociating hydrogen. The id
presented in this paper is loosely connected to the vibratio
control scheme pursued by several groups in the last
decades.37–42 Unlike the other investigators who typicall
preexcite stiff stretching vibrational modes, the method p
posed here consists in controlling the photodissociation p
cess by preexciting an almost free rotational mode.

The possibility to control photochemical processes
rotational preexcitation is not limited to the particular syste
investigated in this paper. The key ingredients for an e
cient control are large amplitude rotational or hindered ro
tional motions and low temperatures, ensuring good s
specificity and large spatial differences between the in
vidual rotational wave functions. The latter condition mea
performing experiments, e.g., using supersonic jet expan
or in cryogenic matrices. The former condition is fulfilled b
practically all weakly bound complexes involving hydroge
containing molecules. In our previous studies, we ha
shown that an efficient control does not require an alm
free rotation.36,43For enhancing the yield of a photochemic
process by a factor of 2–30~depending on a particular sys
tem! by far-IR preexcitation it suffices that a large amplitu
bending~librational! motion is present as in the case of t
Cl... HCl complex43 or surface solvated HCl on a larg
Ar12Cl cluster.36 The Cl... HCl cluster is an example o
hydrogen-bonded complexes, an indication that this very
portant class of systems can be subjected to rotatio
librational control. Finally, we note that the proposed sche
is not limited to diatomic host molecules and, e.g., water a
its isotopes are currently being investigated in our group

The paper is organized as follows. The system un
investigation and the underlying potential energy surfa
are introduced in Sec. II. In Sec. III we describe the meth
used for the construction of the initial quantum states of
system and for the photodissociation wave packet dynam
together with computational details. Results and discuss
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are presented in Sec. IV and Sec. V contains the conclud
remarks.

II. SYSTEM AND POTENTIALS

A. Geometry and symmetry

As is known from theory44 and from electron diffraction
experiments,45 argon clusters of up to a few thousands
atoms acquire icosahedral geometry. The system stu
here is the HCl molecule surrounded by a ‘‘magic’’ numb
of 12 argon atoms forming an icosahedral first solvat
layer. The HCl molecule is slightly too large to fit into th
central position of the cluster. This is a well-known featu
studied thoroughly via vibrational shifts in the HCl vibra
tional spectrum in argon clusters of different sizes.18 How-
ever, the potential barriers of the hindered rotation are sm
enough to allow for an almost free rotation of the hydrog
atom in the cage even in the lowest rotational states~see Sec.
IV for more details!.

It has recently been pointed out that in addition to t
fully solvated HCl there exists a surface isomer of HClAr12

which is even slightly more stable.6 The relative abundance
of these isomers depends on the particular experimental
ditions of the mixed cluster formation, e.g., by supersonic
expansion.

B. Potentials

The ground electronic state potential is approximated
an accurate three-body~atom–diatom! potential for the HCl
interaction with an argon atom46 and by pair potentials for
the remaining interactions. The pair interaction between
drogen and chlorine is approximated by a Morse potentia47

The argon–argon pair interaction is modeled by the HFD
potential.48

We assume the HCl molecule to be excited by a sh
laser pulse promoting it from the1S to the1P state where it
dissociates.49 For the electronically excited state of the who
system, we construct a potential energy surface usin
diatomics-in-molecule Hamiltonian28 in which the anisot-
ropy of the argon–chlorine potential caused by the unpa
electron of the chlorine atom is taken explicitly int
account.50 The remaining interactions are approximated
pair potentials. The hydrogen–chlorine pair potentials
both the 1S and the 1P states are taken fromab initio
calculations51 and are interpolated by cubic splines. Th
argon–argon pair interaction is the same as that used for
description of the ground state.

The processes of caging and cage exit are very sens
to the character of the argon–hydrogen potential in the
pulsive region. Existing Ar–H potentials were construct
with emphasis on the region of the van der Wa
minimum.52–55 In our simulations of the photodissociatio
dynamics the kinetic energy of the hydrogen atom hitting
cage is up to 4 eV, which shifts our interest to the stron
repulsive part of the potential energy curve. This region fro
about 1.5 to 3 Å has not been described accurately y
Therefore, we have performed high levelab initio calcula-
tions to map the whole potential with a sufficient degree
accuracy. The coupled-cluster single double triple CCS
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method with Dunning augmented quadruple-zeta basis
~aug-cc-pVQZ! has been employed.56–59We have found that
the coupled cluster method with such an extended basis
provides practically basis set superposition error free
converged results for the system under study. Finally,
note that the CCSDT and also lower level second-or
Moller–Plesset~MP2! energy evaluations are based on
unrestricted open-shell Hartree–Fock wave function. Th
is always a potential danger when using unrestricted w
functions that higher spin states may mix and spoil the qu
ity of the results. However, this is not the case for the Ar–
system where the expectation values ofS2 for the unre-
stricted wave function lie in the interval~0.750–0.754! for
the whole investigated range of interatomic separations
the wave function is, therefore, practically of a pure doub
character.

The resulting Ar–H potential is presented in Fig. 1. F
ure 1 shows a comparison of the CCSDT/aug-cc-pVQZ
sults with lower level MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations an
with a curve obtained by fitting to measured differentia53

and integral60 cross sections. While the twoab initio curves
agree very well in the strongly repulsive region, the M
method underestimates the van der Waals well depths.
CCSDT calculations~without any adjustment or shifting o
the potential! practically coincide with the experiment in th
van der Waals region while being less repulsive at very sh
internuclear separations. However, this difference is wit
the uncertainty of the fit to the experimental data.52 Since our
calculations are well converged especially in the repuls
region both in method and basis set we consider the pote
presented here to be very reliable and most suitable for
description of the process under study.

We have evaluated 35 CCSDT/aug-cc-pVQZ ene
points in the range of Ar–H distances from 1.2 to 10 Å a
for the dissociation limit. In the dynamical calculations w
use an exponential expression~in atomic units!

FIG. 1. Ar–H potential energy curves. The curves labeled MP2 and CCS
representab initio calculations of the present work. The experimental p
tential energy curve is based on measured differential scattering cross
tions of Ref. 52 which also reproduce the integral cross sections of Ref
et
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VAr–H52.6456e21.1868r 20.040 835r 2
, ~1!

which perfectly fits theab initio points in the repulsive par
of the potential. Since the photodissociating hydrogen ato
have several electron volts of excess energy this is the o
part which is relevant for our dynamical study. More pr
cisely, as is shown later, even the slowest fraction of
hydrogens temporarily trapped in the cluster leave the c
with more than 2 eV of kinetic energy, which is 2.5 orders
magnitude larger than the Ar–H binding energy. The tem
rary trapping is, therefore, due to multiple repulsive co
sions and not to the extremely weak Ar–H attraction wh
can be safely neglected. Note also that at short internuc
separations the present potential curve is less repulsive
the ~semi!empirical H–Ar potentials52–54,60used in previous
studies of HClArn photodissociation.

For sake of feasibility of quantum dynamical calcul
tions of the large HCl@Ar12 system we constrain ourselve
to an approximation which neglects the effect of the spi
orbit coupling connected with the open-shell Cl atom. We
not consider the possibility of nonadiabatic transitions b
tween the electronic states involved. While spin–orbit co
pling and nonadiabatic effects are found to be important
longer time dynamics of the HCl molecule in very larg
argon clusters and matrices, their influence is minor for
ultrafast HCl photodissociation process in the HCl@A12

cluster, especially in comparison with the rotational cont
effect which is in the focus of the present study.27,28

III. METHOD

A. Choice of coordinates

The physics of the process under study directly prom
us to divide the problem into the description of the fast h
drogen motion on the one side and the slow motion of he
atoms on the other side. Therefore, we choose coordin
for the motion of the hydrogen atom separate from coor
nates of the heavy atoms of the cluster. In particular,
employ spherical coordinates for the HCl molecule and n
mal modes for argon atoms and the center of mass of
HCl diatomic. Since the Cl atom is 35 times heavier than
H atom, it sits almost at the center of mass of the HCl m
ecule. For this reason, we often refer in this paper to the H
inner coordinates as to the coordinates of the hydrogen
tion. In our nomenclature we, moreover, for sake of simpl
ity, refer to the motion of the argons plus the motion of t
center of mass of the HCl molecule as cage motions.

For the construction of normal modes of the cage we
a quantum description of hydrogen rotations while the
maining coordinates of the nuclei undergo a classical m
mization procedure followed by construction and diagon
ization of the Hessian matrix. Such a procedure is w
justified for the ground electronic state where the rotation
the hydrogen atom is well separated from other coordina
The quantum description of the two-dimensional hydrog
rotation has already been developed earlier for t
system30,34 and is briefly summarized in Sec. IV A 1. Th
two-dimensional hydrogen rotational wave function is us
to evaluate the effective potential as a function of the ca
coordinates, the H–Cl distance, and the rotational num

T

ec-
9.
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The assumed separation of the HCl rotation in the gro
electronic state and the cage modes~i.e., the neglect of the
rotational–translational coupling! is further supported by ro
tational spectra of matrix isolated HCl molecule which sh
only a very weak perturbance from the free rot
spectrum.61,62

B. Initial wave function

The initial separability of hydrogen rotation and vibr
tion is assumed together with the initial separability betwe
the hydrogen and cage modes. The vibrational ground s
of the cage is constructed in the harmonic approximati
The initial wave functionC0 of the system then reads

C0~q1 ,...,q33,r,f,u!}e~2~1/2!v1q1
2
!... e~2~1/2!v33q33

2
!

3
Fvib~r!

r
F rot~f,u! ~2!

whereqi are the normal coordinates of the cage,r,f,u are
internal spherical coordinates of the HCl molecule, andv i

are the angular frequencies of the cage modes. The M
ground vibrational wave functionFvib of the HCl molecule
is divided byr, which comes from the use of spherical c
ordinates. The initial rotational stateF rot of the HCl mol-
ecule is taken either as a ground or low-lying totally sy
metric (Ag) excited state, which establishes the rotatio
control, discussed in detail later. The choice of only tota
symmetric rotational functions has two reasons. First, it tu
out that the rotational control is most efficient forAg states.
Second, this restriction, which leads to a much smaller ro
tional basis, grossly speeds up the numerically very dema
ing calculations.

C. Dynamics upon photoexcitation:
Quantum-classical molecular dynamics

Since a fully quantum-mechanical treatment of the d
namics of a system comprised of 14 atoms is far bey
present computational means, we employ two different l
els of approximation which are presented here and in S
III D. The first model to describe the photodissociation d
namics of the HCl@Ar12 system is the quantum-classic
molecular dynamics~QCMD! scheme which was introduce
into the field of chemical physics some 20 years ago.63 Re-
cently, detailed investigations of the approximation prop
ties have also been published.64,65

Based on the disparity of masses between the light~H!
and the heavy~Cl, Ar! atoms involved, the basic idea of th
QCMD scheme is to split the complete system into
quantum-mechanical and classical subsystems. For the
particle a three-dimensional wave functionc(r,u,f) is
propagated subject to the Schro¨dinger equation

i\
]

]t
c5~ T̂qm1V̂qm!c, ~3!

where T̂qm is the kinetic operator in spherical coordinat
andV̂qm is the potential energy operator specified below. F
the positionsq and momentap of the heavy particles we
solve Hamilton equations of motion for each modei,
d

n
te
.

se

-
l

s

-
d-

-
d
-
c.
-

-

ht

r

]qi

]t
5

]~Tcl1Vcl!

]pi
, ~4!

]pi

]t
52

]~Tcl1Vcl!

]qi
, ~5!

where Tcl is the kinetic energy of the mass-scaled norm
mode coordinates. The dynamics of the two subsystems
coupled self-consistently through effective~time-dependent!
potentials: The potentialVqm for the quantum-mechanica
system is obtained from the full potentialV(q,r,u,f) by
inserting the positionsq(t) of the heavy atoms at every in
stant of time. Conversely, the mean-field potentialVcl

5^cuV(q,r,u,f)uc&ruf for the classical part is the expec
tation value of the total potential with respect to the hyd
genic wave function.

D. Dynamics upon photoexcitation: Quantum
representation of all modes

An alternative to the QCMD approach is an approxima
description of the quantum dynamics ofall modes. Methods
for multidimensional quantum dynamics based on class
potentials66–68 employed here use the quantum wave pac
apparatus, however, they substitute quantum evaluation
effective single-mode potentials by a semiclassical averag
over Wigner trajectories.69,70 The best established metho
from this family is the classical separable potential meth
~CSP!, which uses the mean-field approximation.66

The CSP scheme, described in detail elsewhere,66 con-
sists of the following four steps:

~i! mapping the initial wave function onto a set of cla
sical coordinates and momenta,

~ii ! propagation of a set of classical trajectories,
~iii ! construction of the time-dependent CSP potentials
~iv! quantum one-dimensional propagations for each m

using the CSP potentials.

Let us elaborate in more detail on these steps. Since
classical trajectories should mimic the quantum evolution
well as possible, their initial conditions should correspond
the initial quantum wave function. This is accomplished
mapping the initial wave functionC(q,0) of the whole sys-
tem onto a weighted setPw(q,p) of initial coordinates and
momenta using Wigner distribution.69,71

Once the initial coordinates, momenta, and weights
generated, a swarm of classical trajectories is propagate
numerically solving the Newton equations of motion in
standard way.72 The number of trajectories needed for pr
viding converged effective potentials depends on the part
lar process under study, size of the system, initial wave fu
tion, and duration of the simulation. Typically, 100–100
trajectories are necessary for systems with tens to hund
of atoms, which represents a relatively simple computatio
task.

In the next step, a time-dependent classical separ
potentialV̄CSP is evaluated for each modej:
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V̄j
CSP~qj ,t !5 (

a51

nT

V~q1
~a!~ t !,...,qj 21

~a! ~ t !,qj ,qj 11
~a!

3~ t !,...,qN
~a!~ t !!va1

12N

N
V̄~ t !, ~6!

whereV(q1 ,...,qN) is the full potential function of the sys
tem, va5Pw(qa,pa) is the Wigner weight of the trajector
a in the initial state distribution, and the summation in E
~5! extends over all MD trajectories. The time-dependent
ergy normalization factorV̄(t) is given as

V̄~ t !5 (
a51

nT

V~q1
~a!~ t !,...,qj

~a!~ t !,...,qN
~a!~ t !!va . ~7!

Finally, the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation

i\
]f j~qj ,t !

]t
5@Tj1V̄j

CSP~qj ,t !#f j~qj ,t ! ~8!

is numerically solved for each modej.
The large dynamical intermode correlations connec

with the motion of the photodissociating hydrogen atom
cessitate a more accurate description of the hydrogen w
function going beyond separability. Therefore, as in the p
vious QCMD simulations, a three-dimensional nonsepara
wave function for the HCl inner degrees of freedom is us
in order to correctly model the strong couplings between
rotational degrees of freedomu,f and the dissociative coor
dinater. Thus, the three-dimensional hydrogenic motion
treated fully quantally in a numerically exact way while th
other degrees of freedom are described by single-mode w
functions.

Now, let us discuss the separability of the hydroge
coordinates and the cage modes. In general, mean-field
proximations work best for the description of couplin
caused by localized nodeless wave functions.64,73 This is the
case of the cryogenic cage wave functions which are initia
the v50 Gaussians. Due to the separation of masses
time scales between the hydrogen and the cage, the
wave functions do not significantly evolve during the fir
'100 fs, which is the time necessary for the hydrogen to e
from the cage. Therefore, the mean-field approximation
isfactorily describes the influence of the cage on the
hydrogenic motion.

On the other hand, the hydrogenic wave function is
localized and for excited rotational states has a rich no
pattern from the very beginning. Even more important, d
to the highly energetic photodissociation process further
localization and ‘‘nodalization’’ in the radial coordinat
builds up very early. Therefore, the CSP method fails
quantitatively describe the energy transfer from the hydro
to the cage during the photolysis. This is to a large ext
rectified by employing a nonseparable version of the C
method, which is described in more detail elsewhere.67,73

Briefly, a separable wave packet is propagated along e
classical trajectory instead of propagating a single w
packet along a potential obtained by averaging over all
jectories. Observable quantities such as kinetic excitation
.
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individual cage modes are then obtained by averaging o
all these separable wave packetsex post~the so called post-
averaging procedure67!.

For the propagation of both the hydrogen and cage w
functions Wigner trajectories have to be constructed for
evaluation of the effective potentials. The initial coordinat
and momenta for the swarm of trajectories are determi
from the Wigner distribution.69,71,74 Substituting the initial
wave function@see Eq.~1!# into the formula for the Wigner
distribution we obtain the following relation for the initia
quasiprobabilities:

P~q1 ,...,q33,r,f,u,p1 ,...,p33,pr ,Jz ,pzr!

}e2v1~q1
2
1p1

2
!... e2v33~q33

2
1p33

2
!

3
PHCl,vib~r,pr!

r2
PHCl,rot~f,u,Jz ,pzr!. ~9!

Here,P is the quasiprobability for a trajectory with give
initial conditions,pi is the momentum coordinate of a cag
modei , pr is the momentum in the HCl vibrational coord
nate,Jz andpzr are conjugated momenta to the polar ang
f andu, respectively.Jz is the projection of the total angula
momentum onto thez axis, andpzr is the momentum in the
z axis multiplied by the radius.PHCl,vib and PHCl,rot are the
Wigner quasiprobabilities for the inner degrees of freedom
the HCl molecule.

The exact rotational Wigner distributionPHCl,rot is a
four-dimensional function of angular coordinates and the t
conjugated momenta. For the ground rotational state the q
siprobabilityPHCl,rot is a constant in angular coordinates a
a Kroneckerd function at zero in the conjugated moment
In the case of excited rotational states the rotational Wig
distributions acquire extremely complicated patterns in
four dimensions. It becomes computationally hardly feasi
to sample the Wigner functions of higher rotational sta
with strongly oscillatory quasiprobabilities by a sufficie
number of classical trajectories. Instead of the exact Wig
rotational distributionPHCl,rot an approximate sampling o
the angular wave function is, therefore, used. The initial s
tial coordinates sample the shape of the wave function pr
erly. This is crucial for a correct description of the rotation
control mechanism since the initial hydrogen position d
cides whether the photodissociation process for the partic
trajectory is direct or not and also determines the exten
caging. The role of the initial angular momenta for low-lyin
rotational states is much less important, therefore, their m
nitudes are chosen simply to satisfy the condition of corr
quantum rotational energy. This approximation is well jus
fied by the fact that for the rotational states under study
initial angular kinetic energies of;0.1 eV are much smalle
than the kinetic energy of roughly 3 eV gained during t
early photodissociation~before the collision with the cage!.
Therefore, the collision dynamics is determined by the s
tial hydrogen distribution, which is sampled accurately, a
by the kinetic energy, which is dominantly the result of t
photodissociation process. Finally, the directions of the
gular momenta are sampled randomly, which is a good
proximation for the highly symmetric icosahedral group.
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E. Computational details

1. Quantum representation of the hydrogen atom
wave function

The three-dimensional hydrogen wave function is rep
sented in spherical coordinates. It is expanded in the follo
ing series:

c~r,u,f,t !5(
J,N

xJN
~Ag!

~r,t !

r
ZJN

~Ag!
~u,f!, ~10!

where Z are the symmetry adapted~for the icosahedra
group! spherical harmonics belonging to the totally symm
ric representationAg . Substituting this representation int
the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation results in a set o
coupled equations governing the evolution of the functio
x. The excess energy of the photodissociating hydroge
3.8 eV, therefore the number of grid points for the dissoc
tion coordinate and the number of rotational basis functi
for the coupled angular coordinates of the hydrogen hav
be sufficiently large. For the dissociation coordinate a grid
1024 points in the region from 0.25 to 15 Å is used. A cub
optical potential is added in the region from 10 to 15
~which is far enough from the reactive region! in order to
absorb the outgoing parts of the hydrogen wave packet.
the angular coordinates a basis set of spherical harmo
adapted to the totally symmetric irreducible representa
(Ag) of the icosahedral point group (I h) consisting of 147
functions with the main rotational number up toJ5124 is
used. The potential energy function is also expanded in te
of a reduced set of these functions and the resulting integ
over products of three spherical harmonics are evaluated
ing Clebsch–Gordan coefficients. For evaluation of the
tential on the dense grid of the hydrogenic wave functio
spline interpolation between accurately calculated points
a more sparse grid is used.

2. Quantum-classical molecular dynamics

The QCMD equations~see Sec. III C! are solved using a
time-reversible second-order splitting scheme where
quantum-mechanical~c! and classical (q,p) subsystems are
propagated simultaneously (c0 ,q0 ,p0→c1 ,q1 ,p1) by a
time stept in the following way:75

c1/25expS 2 i
t

2\
@Tqm1Vqm~q0!# Dc0 , q1/25q01

t

2
p0 ,

p15p02^c1/2u¹qV~q1/2!uc1/2&, ~11!

q15q1/21
t

2
p1 , c15expS 2 i

t

2\
@Tqm1Vqm~q1!# Dc1/2.

Note that the propagation of the classical variablesq andp is
essentially equivalent to the classical Verlet algorithm72 but
it employs mean field forces which are obtained using
Hellman–Feynman theorem as expectation values of
forces ¹qV with respect to the hydrogenic wav
function.64,75 The first and the last steps of the above alg
rithm correspond to a half-step propagation of the quantu
mechanical wave packet subject to a Hamiltonian that
pends on the positions of the classical particles. Th
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propagations are realized by expanding the exponentia
the time evolution operator in a series of complex Che
chev polynomials, thus permitting time steps which are ty
cally much longer than periods of quantum-mechani
phase oscillations.76 Consequently, the size of the time ste
is limited by the classical subsystem and can be chosen t
as large as 1 fs for the system considered here. Hence
above integrator presents an alternative to multiple time s
integrators.77,78

3. Quantum representation of all modes

In the spirit of classical potential methods~see Sec.
III D ! the three-dimensional effective potential for the hydr
gen is evaluated using averaging over 50 Wigner trajector
The effective potentials are reevaluated each 40 steps a
linear interpolation is used in between. The split propagato79

with a time step of 0.025 fs is employed. The application
the three-dimensional split operator for the HCl propagat
involves a diagonalization of a large matrix with a size eq
to the number of rotational basis functions. The propagat
is continued until the hydrogen entirely leaves the clus
i.e., for 100–150 fs after the photoexcitation, depending
the initial rotational state of the HCl molecule.

The description of the cage modes is not extremely
manding on the density of the grid points for the followin
two reasons: The cage motions are spatially confined and
excitations of individual cage modes are moderate. The n
ber of grid points employed is 256 for all coordinates. T
grid sizes are in the interval from 7.5 to 20.0 in ma
weighted atomic units. A sufficient number of trajectori
which sample the highly delocalized hydrogen wave funct
is very important for a good description of the influence
the hydrogen motion on the cage dynamics. A calculat
using 1000 trajectories is found to be converged for all pr
tical purposes.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Initial wave function

1. Initial rotational wave function of the HCl molecule

The initial rotational functions are calculated in the ba
of symmetry adapted functions of the free rotor. An analy
cal algorithm is used for the construction of the symme
adapted basis set.80,81 Clearly, the first basis function is th
isotropic ground state functionJ50 of the free rotor. The
rotational functions with main rotational numbers from o
up to five do not provide any icosahedral totally symmet
linear combination, so the second lowest symmetry adap
linear combination correlates with the main rotational nu
berJ56. Next symmetry adapted linear combinations cor
late with main rotational quantum numbersJ510, 12, 16, 18,
20, 22, 24, 26, and 28. Note, that there is no degeneracy
these rotational numbers, and the first doubly degene
symmetrically adapted function correlates only with the m
rotational numberJ530. It is obvious that the use of th
icosahedral symmetry significantly reduces the basis
which is computationally extremely important.

The barriers for rotation of HCl inside the icosahed
Ar12 cluster are equal to 32.6 cm21. On the one hand this is
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about three times the rotational constant of the free HCl m
ecule, on the other hand this is more than ten times less
the kinetic energy of the second totally symmetricJ56
function (447.8 cm21) which is the first one to mix within
the totally symmetric irreducible representation. As a con
quence of the weakness of this hindrance, the rotatio
states have at least a 99.9% overlap with the correspon
free rotor states.

The lowest excited hydrogen rotational wave functio
in the cluster develop nodal patterns with large spatial
ferences in the probability density~see Fig. 2!. At the same
time, these rotational wave functions are highly delocaliz
around the whole sphere. Due to low rotational excitatio
implying a small number of nodes the structures in the w
functions are of the size of the interatomic distances in
cluster, which is important for an efficient rotational contr

The shape of the rotational wave function can be
pected to predetermine to a large extent the dynamics foll
ing the HCl photolysis. Note that the anisotropic distributi
of the hydrogen atom is preferentially oriented toward
cage atoms in the case of theJ56 state and toward the hole
in the cage in the case of theJ510 state~see Fig. 2!. The
probability of the hydrogen to collide with the cage atom
therefore enhanced by the rotational preexcitation to thJ
56 state, while being suppressed by the preexcitation to
J510 state.

2. Initial wave function of the cage

For the three lowest totally symmetric rotational states
the hydrogen atom the cage geometry is optimized and
normal modes are constructed. Almost no differences
tween the three geometries are found. The geometry is
compared with the cage without the hydrogen atom wh
corresponds to the minimal geometry after the hydrogen
caped. From our calculations we conclude that the c
slightly expands~by less than 2%! due to the presence of th
HCl molecule and the hydrogen angular position does
influence the cage size.

The normal vibrational frequencies of the cage are a
almost independent of the rotational excitations of the e
bedded HCl molecule. The cage normal motions are sc
matically depicted in Fig. 3. The first three modes (T1u) in
descending order of normal frequencies are the translati
modes of the center of mass of the HCl molecule. The n
normal mode (Ag) corresponds to the totally symmetr
breathing of the cage. The next quintet (Hg) is the symmet-
ric stretch of the cage. Then, a triplet (T2u) of the antisym-
metric stretch of the cage follows. Up to this last triplet t
perpendicular motion of the cage atoms with respect to
surface of the hydrogenic sphere dominates. The follow
motions of the cage are tangential to the sphere. The
quadruplet (Gu) is a double shear and the following quint
(Hg) is a single shear. Then, with almost degenerate ener
a triplet (T1u) and a quadruplet (Gg) follow. The triplet is a
double torsion and in the quadruplet the argons compre
at one side of the shell. Finally, the last quintet (Hu) follows,
which is a single torsion.
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FIG. 2. Initial rotational wave functions of HCl molecules embedded in
center of an icosahedral cluster of 12 Ar atoms.~a!, ~b!, and ~c! show the
three lowest rotational states within the totally symmetricAg representation
(J50,6,10). The shadowing on the inner spheres corresponds to the p
ability of a certain orientation of the HCl molecule. The size of the inn
spheres is, for the sake of clarity, artificially expanded. The outer sph
represent the Ar atoms with effective radii corresponding to Ar–H collis
energy of 4 eV.
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B. Rotational control of wave packet dynamics

The dynamics of the HCl photodissociation process
the Ar12 cage and primarily of the hydrogen motion is cr
cially influenced by the initial hydrogen rotational state.
the following sections we examine the dynamics originat
from the first three rotational states of theAg symmetry (J
50, 6, and 10!.

1. Dynamics of the hydrogenic radial motion

The photodissociation process is dominated by the la
hydrogen excess energy and by cage constraints. Bifu
tions of the hydrogen radial wave functions are obser
upon collisions with the solvent cage. Direct cage exit,
layed cage exit with one or two collisions with the cage, a
a temporary trapping are the four main branches of the p
cess. In terms of schematic trajectories these four proce
are illustrated in Fig. 4. In the case of direct dissociation,
hydrogen atom practically does not interact with the cage
the hydrogen only grazes a cage atom and continues to
sociate with a slightly changed direction of its velocity w
speak about dissociation delayed by one collision. If the
drogen is reflected by a cage atom back to the cluster
escapes only during the second collision with the cage
speak about dissociation delayed by two collisions. Fina
if the hydrogen loses enough energy in the collision with
cage it can be temporarily trapped in the space between
chlorine and the argon shell. The relative occurrence of th
four processes strongly depends on the initial angular p
tions of the hydrogen atom and, consequently, on the in
rotational state.

Let us now proceed to a more detailed analysis of
hydrogen wave function dynamics. This analysis is based
plots of the time evolution of the radial probability distribu
tions (J,NuxJ,N(r,t)u2 depicted in Fig. 5. Starting from th

FIG. 3. Normal modes of vibration of the Ar atoms and of the HCl cente
mass. The vibrational modes are schematically represented while the l
give the irreducible representation of the icosahedral point group (I h) to-
gether with the harmonic frequency~in cm21).
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ground rotational state@see Fig. 5~a!# dissociation delayed by
one collision and direct dissociation are the dominant p
cesses. Still, we can identify a small part of the wave pac
which collides twice with the cage, and a minor tail of th
temporarily trapped hydrogen. If the photodissociation p
cess starts from theJ56 state where the hydrogen is prefe
entially directed toward the cage atoms, the two-collisi
process and direct dissociation dominate@see Fig. 5~b!#. A
minor part of the temporarily trapped hydrogen is observ
for J56, too, with a longer lifetime than in theJ50 case.
This behavior differs significantly from the previous case
the initial rotational ground state. If the 6J510 state where
the hydrogen prefers positions toward the holes in the ar
shell is initially populated, direct dissociation is a strong
dominant process@see Fig. 4~c!#. The two-collision process
and temporary trapping are also observed but are relati
insignificant. This is again very different from the two pr
vious cases. In summary, we observe a strong and signifi
rotational effect. The discrimination between the four pho
dissociation processes is, however, slightly blurred due to
finite widths of the initial angular distributions~see Fig. 2!.

2. Population of the hydrogen inside the cage

The effect of the rotational control can be quantified
several ways. One option is to evaluate the temporary po
lation of the hydrogen inside the cluster, which is in princip
directly measurable by a pump–probe experiment. In
calculations it can be obtained as the part of the thr
dimensional wave function of the hydrogen atom which
mains inside the argon cluster. For this we integrate
square of the hydrogen wave function from 0 to 3.75
which is the initial equilibrium distance of cage atoms fro
the center of the cluster.

The time-dependent hydrogen populations inside
cage for the three initial rotational states are depicted in F
6. A fast population decay follows after reaching the cage
about 10 fs. First, we discuss the case of the initial grou
rotational state. In this case 75% of the hydrogen den
escapes during the first collision with the cage. Then,
about 20 fs an exponential decrease follows during wh
another 15% of the hydrogen density disappears. Aro

f
els

FIG. 4. Schematic illustration of the four possible reaction channels u
photolysis of HCl in HCl@Ar12 : ~I! direct cage exit of the hydrogen,~II !
cage exit delayed by one grazing collision,~III ! cage exit delayed by two
collisions, and~IV ! temporarily trapped hydrogen inside the Ar solve
cage.
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FIG. 5. Quantum dynamics of the radial hydrogen wave packet motion.
three diagrams correspond to the three lowest totally symmetric initial
tational states of the hydrogen chloride molecule.~a! J50, ~b! J56, and~c!
J510. Note that the wave packet bifurcations induced by collisions with
cage atoms are very different for the initial states investigated here.
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t530 fs a small plateau on the curve appears which ma
the second collision with the cage, after which an expon
tial decay continues. The temporarily trapped hydrog
which remains in the cluster even after the second collis
practically entirely leaves the cluster beforet580 fs.

In the case of theJ56 state only about 30% of th
hydrogen density escapes during the first collision with
cage. The following exponential decay decreases the po
lation of the hydrogen inside the cage to 45% still before
second collision. As a result, the population of the hydrog
inside the cage between the first and the second collisio
approximately 3.5 times larger than that resulting from
rotational ground state. A second collision with the cage
curs almost at the same time as in the previous case and
accompanied by a significant step in the curve around 30
After the second collision an exponential decay continu
As in the previous case, only two collisions can be dist
guished, the second being much more delocalized in ti
The tail of the temporarily trapped hydrogen vanishes aro
t5110 fs.
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In the case of theJ510 state about 90% of the hydroge
density escapes by direct dissociation while only a min
part is reflected by the cage during the first collision. T
decay of the population during the first collision is ev
faster than in the case of the ground initial rotational sta
After a nearly flat segment on the curve a new signific
decay begins after the second collision. The tail of the te
porarily trapped hydrogen vanishes aroundt570 fs. The
population difference between theJ510 andJ56 cases is
the largest. The corresponding populations differ by a fac
of up to 4.5 after the first collision~at t518 fs! and by more
than a factor of 5 after the second collision~t540 fs!. Rota-
tional preexcitation thus proves to be an efficient way
control temporary hydrogen populations inside the cage d
ing photodissociation.

3. Kinetic energy distribution of the hydrogen atom

The rotational control mechanism can also be verified
energy domain measurements. Namely, it is the kinetic
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ergy distribution ~KED! spectrum of the hydrogen atom
which is directly observable, e.g., via time-of-flight measu
ments. In our simulation, it is obtained as a Fourier transfo
of the autocorrelation function of the three-dimensional h
drogen wave function. Note, that this is different from t
photon absorption cross section which can be obtained a
Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function of the to
time-dependent wave function.

The KED spectra for the three lowest totally symmet
rotational states are compared in Fig. 7. All three spe
show the same broad envelope which can be rationalize
terms of the reflection principle concerning the initial rad
wave function.82 The main difference between the thre
curves is in the fine structure corresponding to short-liv
vibrational resonances. This structure is most pronounce
the case of the initialJ56 state where the population deca
inside the cage is the slowest. Clearly, the longer time
hydrogen atom spends inside the cluster the more
nounced the vibrational peaks are. The vibrational spacin
the fine structure in the KED is approximately 0.2 eV, whi
corresponds to a vibrational period of 20 fs. This is the ti
necessary for the reflected fraction of the hydrogen w
function to return to the Franck–Condon region~see Fig. 5!.
We conclude, that control by rotational preexcitation ha
qualitative effect on the vibrational structure of the KE
spectrum.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have presented a novel approach to
rotational control of photolysis of small hydrogen-containi
molecules embedded in cryogenic rare gas clusters. We
shown for the case of the HCl molecule in the icosahed
first argon solvation shell that photodissociation and cag
can be strongly influenced by a rotational preexcitation of
host molecule. In particular, for the three lowest totally sy
metric rotational states studied the relative propensities
the four observed dynamical channels—direct cage e
cage exit delayed by one or two collisions, and tempor
trapping, differ significantly. This has immediate cons
quences for observables both in the time and frequency
mains. Namely, the temporary hydrogen populations ins

FIG. 6. Hydrogen cage exit upon photolysis of HCl@Ar12 : The curves
show the probability of the hydrogen atom being inside the cage forme
the 12 Ar atoms. The differences in the three curves (J50,6,10) establish
the concept of rotational control of the dissociation yield.
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the argon cage differ by up to a factor of 5 and the kine
energy distributions of the hydrogen atoms show signatu
of resonances of different strengths for the three investiga
initial HCl rotational states. These vibrational resonanc
which reflect the partial caging by the argons might, ho
ever, be to a certain extent suppressed by higher temp
tures and lowered cage symmetry expected under real
experimental conditions.

From the methodological point of view it is of key im
portance that the initial state of the system, consisting o
cryogenic cage and a cold and almost freely rotating hyd
gen atom, has to be treated quantum mechanically. On
other hand, due to the low energy content of the initial st
a large degree of wave function separability can be plaus
assumed. Therefore, the initial wave functions have b
constructed as products of cage and H–Cl harmonic gro
vibrational functions and two-dimensional symmetry adap
rotational wave functions differing only slightly from th
HCl free rotor functions. During the photodissociation pr
cess the system acquires a significant amount of kinetic
ergy and becomes more classical while at the same t
more correlated. Two dynamical approaches have been
plied, both treating the hydrogen dynamics by a fully quan
three-dimensional simulation accounting for the strong c
relation between radial and angular degrees of freed
Within the first method the cage dynamics has been
scribed using classical mechanics while the second sch
treats it in an approximate quantum mechanical way. Due
a significant separation between hydrogen and cage dyn
cal time scales the two methods only slightly differ in pr
dictions concerning the ultrafast dynamics of the hydrog
atom. On the other hand, the particular pattern of cage m
excitations by the photodissociating hydrogen is a mu
more subtle quantity and the two methods show n
negligible differences. A detailed discussion of this topic
the subject of a forthcoming paper.
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